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- Scale invariant structure over all observed 
scales. 
 
- High dynamic range in brightness. More 
than 3 orders of magnitude from the Galactic 
plane to the faintest sky area. 

- SED variations are a source of information 
on dust composition and excitation. 
 

 

‣ Scale invariant structure over all observed 
scales. 

‣ High dynamic range in brightness. More than 3 
orders of magnitude from the Galactic plane to 
the faintest sky area. 

‣ SED variations are a source of information on 
dust composition and excitation
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Figure 9. Planck-HFI 353 GHz channel maps for intensity, Q and U polarization (from top to bottom) degraded at Nside=256. Units
are in µKCMB.
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Planck Collaboration: Planck 2014 HFI Data Processing: 2 - Calibration & Temperature and Polarization Maps
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Figure 10. Planck-HFI mm channel maps for intensity: 545 and 857 GHz (from top to bottom) degraded at Nside=256. Units are in
MJy.sr�1.

simultaneously for the coefficient g for each ring and the offsets
o marginalizing over the sky signal T :

Pt = gr ⇥ (Atp · Tp + torb) + or + nt, (13)

where r is the ring number; gr is the gain per ring; and or is the
offset per ring. Given the low amplitude of the observed gain
variations (less than 0.5%), we linearize Eq. ?? and solve by it-
eration (see ?), only 1 or 2 iterations are sufficient to ensure con-
vergence. To initialize the iterations, we start from the constant
gain solution G.

We computed the gain variations from single bolometer data
(neglecting polarization). Polarized signals will affect the gain
determination. To reduce this bias, we ignore sky regions where
the polarized emission is the strongest, which lie mostly in the
Galactic plane.

Figure ?? shows the results of bogopix for bolometers at 100,
143 and 217 GHz, smoothed over a 4-days period. At higher

frequencies (353 GHz and above), the gain variation are much
lower than the gain uncertainty. Due to Planck scanning strat-
egy, the signal-to-noise ratio of the orbital dipole is not constant
over the rings. Moreover, the Galactic foreground is larger for
rings with low orbital dipole amplitude, increasing the disper-
sion around those regions. We find gain variations with ampli-
tudes lower than 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5% at 100, 143 and 217 GHz
respectively.

The residual apparent gain variations are essentially coming
from: the uncertainty in the current ADC correction; the uncer-
tainty in the long-time constant estimation; and the decorrelation
from the long-term focal-plane temperature variation.

Y-axis title: relative gain [%]. No title. Put it in frame.

6.2. Calibration accuracy

[Olivier/Matt]
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Dust optical depth 

Planck collaboration: All-sky model of thermal dust emission
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Fig. 9. All-sky maps of the parameters of the MBB fit of Planck 353, 545, and 857 GHz and IRAS 100 µm data. Upper: optical depth at 353 GHz,
⇤353, at 5⇥ resolution, displayed logarithmically (the range shown corresponds to �6.5 < log10(⇤353) < �3). Middle: observed dust temperature,
Tobs, at 5⇥ resolution, in Kelvin. Lower: observed dust spectral index, �obs, at 30⇥ resolution.
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Tracer of NH (dust-to-gas ratio, absorption cross-section) 

Planck 2013 results XI  

Dust optical depth at 353 GHz (850 micron)

⌧353/NHI = 8.0± 0.7⇥ 10�27cm2

14% lower than PEP estimates
due to recalibration

<statistical error> = 4%
calibration error at 353 GHz is 2.5%Model of dust emission

• Goals
• Produce an all-sky map of dust optical depth

• structure of the ISM from all gas phase
• all-sky map of reddening (E(B-V))

• Evaluate the shape of the dust SED.
• Dust emissivity from the diffuse ISM to mol. clouds
• Provide an improved dust model for comp. separation

• Advantage of Planck
• Higher angular resolution
• Frequency coverage allows to estimate the optical 

depth at low frequency, where it is less sensitive to the 
parametrization of the SED
• 353 GHz : calibration precise to 2.5%
• An error on T of 1 K implies an error on Tau353 of 

only 6%
• Previous normalization of dust emission / extinction 

were done at 100 micron (3000 GHz)
• An error on T of 1 K implies an error on Tau3000 of 

30%

I⌫ = NH B⌫(T )↵⌫
�

⌧353 =
I353

B353(T )

Dust optical depth

Fitting modified blackbody spectrum 
(MBB) to the observed data 
between 353 and 3000 GHz.  

I⌫ = ⌧353 B⌫(Td)
⇣ ⌫

353

⌘�d



Dust SED and temperature 

Planck 2013 results XI  

The steepness of dust SED varies across 
the sky. 
 
Median 1.63  
Standard deviation 0.09 

	  	  

Planck collaboration: All-sky model of thermal dust emission
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Fig. 9. All-sky maps of the parameters of the MBB fit of Planck 353, 545, and 857 GHz and IRAS 100 µm data. Upper: optical depth
at 353 GHz, ⌧353, at 50 resolution, displayed logarithmically (the range shown corresponds to �6.5 < log10(⌧353) < �3). Middle:
observed dust temperature, Tobs, at 50 resolution, in Kelvin. Lower: observed dust spectral index, �obs, at 300 resolution.
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Flat	  

Very	  flat	  
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Planck collaboration: All-sky model of thermal dust emission
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Fig. 9. All-sky maps of the parameters of the MBB fit of Planck 353, 545, and 857 GHz and IRAS 100 µm data. Upper: optical depth at 353 GHz,
⇤353, at 5⇥ resolution, displayed logarithmically (the range shown corresponds to �6.5 < log10(⇤353) < �3). Middle: observed dust temperature,
Tobs, at 5⇥ resolution, in Kelvin. Lower: observed dust spectral index, �obs, at 30⇥ resolution.
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Median 19.6 K 
Standard deviation 1.3 K 

	  	  

= dust spectral index between 353 and 3000 GHz 

Td�d,FIR

�d,FIR



- The dust model is characterized by the 
adjustable parameters  
{Md , qPAH, fPDR , Umin,Umax , α}.  
 
- We can reduce the dimensionality of the 
problem by fixing some of the parameters. 
In a resolved studied of the 60 KINGFISH 
galaxies, we show that fixing Umax=107 do 
not deteriorate the quality of the fit. We fix 
Umax=107 

 
- Simple models for the geometry of dust 
distribution predict values of α=1.5,…,2.5. 
We fix α=2.0. 
 
- qPAH  do not have any effect on the long 
wavelength IR emission… therefore, we 
assume qPAH =0.03 
 
- We therefore have 3 free parameters:  
{Md , fPDR , Umin}.  

Planck intermediate results XXIX (2014)

 Dust model (Draine and Li 2007) 

The DL07 model can be parameterized via 6 parameters: 
 
Ø  qPAH  the fraction of the total grain mass contributed by 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) containing 
less than 103 carbon atoms. 

 
Ø   Umin the heating starlight intensity of the diffuse ISM 

radiation field, relative to the intensity of the diffuse 
starlight in the solar neighborhood. 

 
Ø  α the power-law exponent of the power-law distribution 

of heating starlight intensities between Umin  and Umax. 
 
Ø  Umax the maximum heating starlight intensity of the 

power-law distribution of heating starlight intensities. 
 
Ø  fPDR  the fraction of  the total dust luminosity that is 

radiated by dust in regions where U>103 
 

Ø  Md the dust mass.  



Dust model parameters 

Planck intermediate results XXIX (2014)

5.5  9.8 Log ()

DL07 L dust Surface Brightness

-1.0  0.60 Log ()

DL07 <U>

The crosses are the model predicted 
fluxes, the horizontal lines are the 
measured flux, and squares around them 
the 1-sigma uncertainties. 
The blue data correspond to the DIRBE 
measures, NOT used in the fit.  



Dust SED at high latitude sky 
Planck collaboration: Dust emission from the diffuse interstellar medium
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Fig. 1. Left: Planck map at 857GHz over the area where we have H i data from the GASS survey. The center of the orthographic
projection is the southern Galactic pole. Galactic longitudes and latitudes are marked by lines and circles, respectively. The Planck
image has been smoothed to the 16′ resolution of the GASS NHI map. Right: GASS NHI map of Galactic disk emission, obtained by
integrating over the velocity range defined by Galactic rotation (Sect. 2.2.2).
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Fig. 2. NHI maps corresponding to the IVC (left) and HVC (right) velocity ranges as defined in Sect. 2.2.3. We show the data at
Galactic latitudes b < −25◦ that we use in our correlation analysis.

We use the Galactic NHI map as a spatial template in our
dust-gas correlation analysis. The IVC and HVC maps are used
to quantify how the separation of the H i emission into its

Galactic and MS contributions affects the results of our analy-
sis.
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857	  GHz	   GASS	  HI	  data	  

Planck collaboration: Dust emission from the di↵use interstellar medium
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Fig. 11. Spectral index �mm of the dust emission derived from
the ratio between correlation measures at 353 and 217 GHz (both
corrected for the CMB contribution by subtracting the correla-
tion measure at 100 GHz) and the colour temperature map in
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 12. Spectral index �mm versus Td for the 135 sky patches.
The blue dots distinguish patches centred at Galactic latitude
b  �60�. The uncertainties are derived from simulations.
The dashed line is a linear regression of �mm on Td, slope
(�0.043 ± 0.009) K�1.

et al. 2007; Paradis et al. 2011). Variations of �mm are also pre-
dicted to be possible signatures of the evolution of carbon dust
(Jones et al. 2013).

Our analysis allows us to look for such variations over a fre-
quency range where the determination of the spectral index is
to a large extent decoupled from that of the dust temperature.
We determine the dust colour temperature Td and the spectral
index �mm from two independent colour ratios, whereas in far
infrared studies the spectral index �FIR and temperature Td are

determined simultaneously from a spectral fit of the SED (Shetty
et al. 2009; Planck Collaboration XI 2014). Althought Td is used
in the conversion of R100(353, 217) into �mm, the uncertainty of
Td has a marginal impact. Furthermore, the photometric uncer-
tainty of far infrared data is higher than that at ⌫  353 GHz,
where the data calibration is done on the CMB dipole.

We start quantifying the uncertainties of �mm using the nu-
merical simulations presented in the companion Planck paper
(Planck Collaboration Int. XXII 2014) that extends this work to
dust polarization. These simulations include H i-correlated dust
emission with a fixed spectral index 1.5, dust emission uncorre-
lated with H i with a spectral index of 2, noise, CIB anisotropies,
and free-free emission. We analyse 800 realizations of simulated
maps at 100, 143, 217, and 353 GHz with the same procedure as
used on the Planck data. For each sky patch, we obtain 800 val-
ues of �mm. The additional components do not bias the estimate
of �mm, but introduce scatter around the mean input value of 1.5.
We use the standard deviation of the extracted �mm values as a
noise estimate �� for each sky patch.

The noise on �mm shows a systematic increase towards low
NHI, something that we also observe for the Planck analysis. We
also measure the standard deviation of �mm over sky patches for
each simulation. We find a value of 0.079 ± 0.01, lower than the
dispersion 0.13 measured on the Planck data. If the simulations
provide a good estimate of the uncertainties, the higher disper-
sion for the data shows that �mm has some variance. This can be
appreciated in Fig. 12, where the values of �mm with their un-
certainties are plotted versus the dust temperature Td. The plot
also displays the result of a linear regression, which has a slope
of (�0.043 ± 0.009) K�1. Using the set of temperatures obtained
from the greybody fits increases the spread of the data points
in Fig. 12. The slope is changed to (�0.053 ± 0.007) K�1. The
non-zero slope implies some variation of �mm, and also suggests
that �mm and Td are anti-correlated. This would extend to the
millimetre range a result that has been reported in many studies
for �FIR versus Td, but the variations here are small and perhaps
only marginally significant. The constancy of �mm is an obser-
vational constraint on the nature of the process at the origin of
variations of the far-IR dust opacity (Sect. 4.2). We note that
Planck Collaboration Int. XIV (2014) do not find evidence of an
anti-correlation in their analysis of Planck observations of the
di↵use emission in the Galactic disk.

6. The spectral energy distribution of Galactic dust
in the diffuse ISM

At the Planck-LFI and WMAP frequencies, the signal-to-noise
ratio on the dust emissivity for a given sky patch is very low be-
cause the signal is very faint compared to CMB anisotropies and
noise. However, by averaging the emissivities over sky patches,
we obtain an SED of dust emission spanning the full spectral
range and computed consistently at all frequencies (Sect. 6.1).
We present greybody fits of the thermal emission of dust at
⌫ � 100 GHz in Sect. 6.2. The SED is compared with existing
models in Sect. 6.3.

6.1. The SED of the mean dust emissivity

We produce a mean SED of dust in the di↵use ISM by averaging
the correlation measures, after correction for the CMB contri-
bution as described in Appendix B, over the 135 sky patches
on our lower resolution grid (Sect. 3.2). This SED characterizes
the mean emission properties of dust in atomic gas in the local
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Fig. 11. Spectral index �mm of the dust emission derived from
the ratio between correlation measures at 353 and 217 GHz (both
corrected for the CMB contribution by subtracting the correla-
tion measure at 100 GHz) and the colour temperature map in
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 12. Spectral index �mm versus Td for the 135 sky patches.
The blue dots distinguish patches centred at Galactic latitude
b  �60�. The uncertainties are derived from simulations.
The dashed line is a linear regression of �mm on Td, slope
(�0.043 ± 0.009) K�1.
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(Jones et al. 2013).

Our analysis allows us to look for such variations over a fre-
quency range where the determination of the spectral index is
to a large extent decoupled from that of the dust temperature.
We determine the dust colour temperature Td and the spectral
index �mm from two independent colour ratios, whereas in far
infrared studies the spectral index �FIR and temperature Td are

determined simultaneously from a spectral fit of the SED (Shetty
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in the conversion of R100(353, 217) into �mm, the uncertainty of
Td has a marginal impact. Furthermore, the photometric uncer-
tainty of far infrared data is higher than that at ⌫  353 GHz,
where the data calibration is done on the CMB dipole.

We start quantifying the uncertainties of �mm using the nu-
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dust polarization. These simulations include H i-correlated dust
emission with a fixed spectral index 1.5, dust emission uncorre-
lated with H i with a spectral index of 2, noise, CIB anisotropies,
and free-free emission. We analyse 800 realizations of simulated
maps at 100, 143, 217, and 353 GHz with the same procedure as
used on the Planck data. For each sky patch, we obtain 800 val-
ues of �mm. The additional components do not bias the estimate
of �mm, but introduce scatter around the mean input value of 1.5.
We use the standard deviation of the extracted �mm values as a
noise estimate �� for each sky patch.

The noise on �mm shows a systematic increase towards low
NHI, something that we also observe for the Planck analysis. We
also measure the standard deviation of �mm over sky patches for
each simulation. We find a value of 0.079 ± 0.01, lower than the
dispersion 0.13 measured on the Planck data. If the simulations
provide a good estimate of the uncertainties, the higher disper-
sion for the data shows that �mm has some variance. This can be
appreciated in Fig. 12, where the values of �mm with their un-
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also displays the result of a linear regression, which has a slope
of (�0.043 ± 0.009) K�1. Using the set of temperatures obtained
from the greybody fits increases the spread of the data points
in Fig. 12. The slope is changed to (�0.053 ± 0.007) K�1. The
non-zero slope implies some variation of �mm, and also suggests
that �mm and Td are anti-correlated. This would extend to the
millimetre range a result that has been reported in many studies
for �FIR versus Td, but the variations here are small and perhaps
only marginally significant. The constancy of �mm is an obser-
vational constraint on the nature of the process at the origin of
variations of the far-IR dust opacity (Sect. 4.2). We note that
Planck Collaboration Int. XIV (2014) do not find evidence of an
anti-correlation in their analysis of Planck observations of the
di↵use emission in the Galactic disk.

6. The spectral energy distribution of Galactic dust
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ratio on the dust emissivity for a given sky patch is very low be-
cause the signal is very faint compared to CMB anisotropies and
noise. However, by averaging the emissivities over sky patches,
we obtain an SED of dust emission spanning the full spectral
range and computed consistently at all frequencies (Sect. 6.1).
We present greybody fits of the thermal emission of dust at
⌫ � 100 GHz in Sect. 6.2. The SED is compared with existing
models in Sect. 6.3.

6.1. The SED of the mean dust emissivity

We produce a mean SED of dust in the di↵use ISM by averaging
the correlation measures, after correction for the CMB contri-
bution as described in Appendix B, over the 135 sky patches
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Fig. 8. Left: Map of the dust opacity �H(353 GHz) in Eq. (9). Right: Colour temperature map inferred from the ratio between the
dust emissivities at 100 µm from DIRBE and 857 GHz from Planck, with a spectral index of the dust emissivity �FIR = 1.65. This
figure reveals that the temperature and submillimetre opacity of dust are anti-correlated.

of molecular clouds (Cambrésy et al. 2001; Stepnik et al. 2003;
Planck Collaboration XXV 2011; Martin et al. 2012; Roy et al.
2013) . Evidence of dust evolution in the di↵use ISM from far-IR
observations of large dust grains was first reported by Bot et al.
(2009).

The observations of dust evolution in molecular clouds are
often related to grain growth associated with mantle formation
or grain coagulation/aggregation. Model calculations do indeed
show that the variations in the far infrared dust opacity per unit
Av may be accounted for by grain coagulation (Köhler et al.
2012). The fact that such variations are now observed in H i gas,
where densities are not high enough for coagulation to occur,
challenges this interpretation. It would be more satisfactory to
propose an interpretation that would account for opacity varia-
tions in both the di↵use ISM and molecular clouds. Jones (2012)
and Jones et al. (2013) take steps in this direction by introducing
evolution of carbon dust composition and properties into their
dust model. A quantitative modeling of the data has yet to be
done within this new framework, but the results presented by
Jones et al. (2013) are encouraging. The variations in the far in-
frared opacity and temperature of dust could trace the degree of
processing by UV photons of hydrocarbon dust formed within
the ISM.

Alternatively, the variations of the far infrared dust opacity
could result from changes in the composition and structure of sil-
icate dust. At the temperature of interstellar dust grains in the dif-
fuse ISM, low energy transitions, associated with disorder in the
structure of amorphous solids on atomic scales, contribute to the
far infrared dust opacity. This contribution depends on the dust
temperature and on the composition and structure of the grains
(Meny et al. 2007). The dust opacity of silicates is observed in
laboratory experiments (Coupeaud et al. 2011) to depend on pa-
rameters describing the amorphous structure of the grains, which

may evolve in interstellar space through, for example, exposure
to cosmic rays.

A di↵erent perspective is considered in Martin et al. (2012).
Dust evolution might not be ongoing now within the di↵use ISM.
Instead, the observations might reflect the varying composition
of interstellar dust after evolution both within molecular clouds
and while recyling back to the di↵use ISM, reaching di↵erent
end points.

5. The dust spectral index from submillimetre to
millimetre wavelengths

Our analysis of the Planck data allows us to measure the spec-
tral index of the thermal dust emission from submillimetre to
millimetre wavelengths �mm. This complements measurements
of the spectral index at far infrared wavelengths �FIR in Planck
Collaboration XI (2014) and many earlier studies (e.g. Dupac
et al. 2003).

5.1. Measuring the spectral index

For each circular sky patch, we compute the colour ratio
R100(353, 217) = ↵100

353GHz/↵
100
217GHz, where ↵100

⌫ is the correlation
measure at frequency ⌫ corrected for the CMB contribution by
subtracting the correlation measure at 100 GHz (Sect. 3.1). The
colour ratio is converted into a spectral index using a greybody
spectrum (Eq. 8). We compute R100(353, 217) for a grid of val-
ues of �mm and Td. For each sky patch, adopting the colour tem-
perature determined above independently from the R(3000, 857)
colour ratio, we find the value of �mm that gives a match with
the observed R100(353, 217). We obtain the �mm map presented
in Fig. 11.
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Dust SED at intermediate latitude sky 
Planck Collaboration: Frequency dependence of thermal emission from Galactic dust in intensity and polarization

Fig. 1. Global mask used in the cross-correlation (CC) analysis
(Mollweide projection in Galactic coordinates). It comprises the
CIB mask (white region), the CO mask (light-blue), the free-
free mask (beige), the Galactic mask (deep-blue), and the mask
of point sources (turquoise). We use the red regions of the sky.
We refer readers to Sect. 3 for a detailed description of how the
global mask is defined.

the CIB at 353 GHz:
�����
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For this threshold, the CIB contribution to the CC coefficients
in Sect. 4.2 is smaller than about 1 % (1/92) of that of the to-
tal Galactic emission at 353 GHz. The summation is over the
multipole range 15 < ` < 300 (corresponding to an effective
range of angular scales from 1� to 10�). C

CIB
` is the best-fit CIB

power spectrum at 353 GHz (Planck Collaboration XXX 2014),
C

c
` is the best-fit CMB power spectrum (Planck Collaboration

XV 2014), I353 represents the Planck 353 GHz map, b` is the
beam function and w` is the HEALPix pixel window function.
We measure the Galactic to CIB emission ratio over patches with
10� radius centred on HEALPix pixels at a resolution Nside = 32.

The CO, free-free, and synchrotron emission are more im-
portant close to the Galactic plane. The first three CO line
transitions J = 1! 0, J = 2! 1, and J = 3! 2 at 115, 230, and
345 GHz, respectively, are significant emission components in
the Planck intensity maps (Planck Collaboration XIII 2014). The
CO mask is defined by applying a threshold of 0.5 K km s�1

on the “Type 2” CO J = 1! 0, which is extracted using the
Planck data between 70 and 353 GHz (Planck Collaboration
XIII 2014). The free-free emission is weak compared to the CO
line emission at 100 GHz for most molecular clouds. In mas-
sive star-forming regions and for the diffuse Galactic plane emis-
sion, free-free emission is significant (Planck Collaboration Int.
XIV 2014). We take the WMAP maximum entropy method free-
free map (Bennett et al. 2013) at 94 GHz and apply a thresh-
old of 10 µKRJ (in Rayleigh-Jeans temperature units) to define
the free-free mask. In addition, we use the Galactic mask (CS-
CR75) from the Planck component separation results (Planck
Collaboration XII 2014) to exclude the synchrotron emis-
sion from the Galactic plane and the Galactic “haze” (Planck

Collaboration Int. IX 2013). We also apply the Planck point
source mask (Planck Collaboration XV 2014).

Our mask focuses on the part of the sky where dust is the
dominant emission component at HFI frequencies. This choice
makes the spectral leakage from free-free and CO line emissions
to polarization maps negligible. After masking we are left with
39 % of the sky at intermediate Galactic latitudes (10�< |b| <
60�). The same global mask is used for both intensity and po-
larization correlation analysis to compare results over the same
sky.

4. Cross-correlation method

We use the CC analysis adopted in many studies (Banday et al.
1996; Gorski et al. 1996; Davies et al. 2006; Page et al. 2007;
Ghosh et al. 2012; Planck Collaboration Int. XII 2013) to ex-
tract the signal correlated with the 353 GHz template in inten-
sity and polarization. The only underlying assumption is that
the spatial structure in the 353 GHz template and in the map
under analysis are locally correlated. To reduce this assump-
tion, we apply the CC analysis locally over patches of sky of
10� radius (Sect. 4.4). Our choice for the dust template is pre-
sented in Sect. 4.1. The methodology is introduced for intensity
in Sect. 4.2 and for polarization in Sect. 4.3. The practical im-
plementation of the method is outlined in Sect. 4.4.

4.1. 353 GHz template

We perform the CC analysis locally in the pixel domain using
the Planck 353 GHz maps of Stokes parameters as represen-
tative internal templates for dust emission in intensity (I with
the ZLE subtracted) and polarization (Q and U). Our choice
of a Planck map as a dust template addresses some of the is-
sues plaguing alternative choices. First, unlike the HI map, the
353 GHz map traces the dust in both HI and H2 gas (Reach et al.
1998; Planck Collaboration XXIV 2011; Planck Collaboration
Int. XVII 2014). Second, unlike the full-sky Finkbeiner et al.
(1999) 94 GHz (hereafter FDS) map, the 353 GHz map does
not rely on an extrapolation over a large frequency range, from
100 µm to the Planck bands. The main drawback of the 353 GHz
template is that it includes CMB and CIB anisotropies. By intro-
ducing the global mask, we work with the sky region where the
CIB anisotropies are small compared to dust emission. However,
the contribution of the CMB to the CC coefficients, most signif-
icant at microwave frequencies, needs to be subtracted.

4.2. Intensity

4.2.1. Correlation with the 353 GHz template

For the intensity data, the CC coefficient (↵I
⌫) is obtained by min-

imizing the �2
I expression given by,

�2
I =

NpixX

k=1

h
I⌫(k) � [↵I

⌫]
1T
353 I353(k) � a

i2
, (7)

where I⌫ and I353 denote the data and the 353 GHz template
maps, respectively. This is a linear fit and the solution is com-
puted analytically. Here the CC coefficient is a number in KCMB
KCMB

�1, as both I⌫ and I353 are expressed in KCMB units. The
constant offset, a, takes into account the local mean present in
the template as well as in the data. The sum is over the un-
masked pixels, k, within a given sky-patch. We are insensitive
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Fig. 3. Top: Colour ratio R

I
100(353, 217) versus dispersion of the

353 GHz template �I
353 for each sky-patch. The 1� dispersion

of the R

I
100(353, 217) values is shown as the shaded grey area.

The mean ratio corresponds to a spectral index of 1.51 (solid
line) for a mean Td = 19.6 K. Bottom: probability distribution
function (PDF) of the �I

d,mm values derived from R

I
100(353, 217)

using the specific value of Td for each sky-patch. The measured
1� dispersion of �I

d,mm is 0.07.

6.1. Measuring �I
d,mm

We use the three full mission Planck maps, at 100, 217, and
353 GHz, to derive a mean �I

d,mm using the three-template fit,
assuming an MBB spectrum for the dust emission (Sect. 5.1).
The 217 and 353 GHz maps have the highest signal-to-noise
ratio for dust emission at microwave frequencies, whereas the
100 GHz map is used as a reference frequency to subtract the
CMB contribution at the CC level. We estimate R

I
100(353, 217)

for each sky-patch using the relation given by Eq. 18. The values
of R

I
100(353, 217) are plotted in top panel of Fig. 3 as a function

of �I
353, which allows us to identify the statistical noise and sys-

tematic effects due to uncertainties on the CC coefficients. Our
Monte Carlo simulations (Appendix B) show that the uncertain-
ties on R

I
100(353, 217) scale approximately as the inverse square-

Table 2. Dust spectral indices for intensity derived applying
the three-template fit on distinct subsets of the Planck data
(Sect. 2.1.2). Here the index “Full” refers to the full mission
Planck 2014 data, which is used in Sect. 6.1 to produce Fig. 3.
The scatter of the seven measurements for the subsets of the
Planck data is within the 1� statistical uncertainty on the mean
�I

d,mm.

Data sets . . . . . . . . . . . �I
d,mm

Full . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.514
YR1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.514
YR2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.519
HR1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.515
HR2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.518
DS1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.514
DS2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.520

root of �I
353, and that the scatter in the measured R

I
100(353, 217)

for sky-patches with low �I
353is due to data noise.

For each sky-patch, we derive �I
d,mm from R

I
100(353, 217) by

inverting Eq. 20 for the values of Td derived in Sect. 5.2. The
histogram of �I

d,mm for all sky-patches is presented in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 3. The mean value of �I

d,mm from the 400
sky-patches is 1.514 (round-off to 1.51) with 1� dispersion
of 0.065 (round-off to 0.07). The statistical uncertainty on the
mean �I

d,mm is 0.01, which is computed from the 1� deviation
divided by the square root of the number of independent sky-
patches (400/Nvisit) used. This estimate of the statistical error bar
on �I

d,mm takes into account the uncertainties associated with the
chance correlation between the dust template and emission com-
ponents (CO lines, point sources, the CIB anisotropies and the
ZLE) not fitted with templates. It also includes uncertainties on
the subtraction of the CMB contribution.
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Fig. 4. Same plot as in the bottom panel of Fig. 3, including
our results for the subsets of the Planck data listed in Table 2.
The bin per bin measurements of �I

d,mm using subsets of the
Planck data are compatible with the one obtained using the
full mission data (Sect. 6.1).
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response of each map, and reduced to a HEALPix resolution
Nside = 128. For the Planck and WMAP maps, we use the ef-
fective beams defined in multipole space that are provided in the
Planck Legacy Archive4 (PLA) and LAMBDA website (Planck
Collaboration VII 2014; Planck Collaboration IV 2014; Bennett
et al. 2013). The Gaussian approximation of the average beam
widths for Planck and WMAP maps are quoted in Table 1. For
the HI and DIRBE maps, we also use Gaussian beams with the
widths given in Table 1. For the polarization data, we use the
“ismoothing” routine of HEALPix that decomposes the Q and
U maps into E and B a`ms, applies Gaussian smoothing of 1�
in harmonic space (after deconvolving the effective azimuthally
symmetric beam response for each map), and transforms the
smoothed E and B a`ms back into Q and U maps at Nside = 128
resolution.

We divide the intermediate Galactic latitudes into sky-
patches with 10� radius centred on HEALPix pixels for Nside = 8.
For a much smaller radius we would have too few independent
sky pixels within a given sky-patch to measure the mean dust
SED. For a much larger radius we would have too few sky-
patches to estimate the statistical uncertainty on the computa-
tion of the mean dust SED. Each sky-patch contains roughly
1500 pixels at Nside = 128 resolution. We only consider 400
sky-patches (Nbins), which have 500 or more unmasked pixels.
We then cross-correlate the 353 GHz Planck internal template
with the WMAP and Planck maps between 23 and 353 GHz, lo-
cally in each sky-patch to extract the 353 GHz correlated emis-
sion in intensity, along with its polarization counterpart. The sky-
patches used are not strictly independent. Each sky pixel is part
of a few sky-patches, which is required to sample properly the
spatial variations of the CC coefficients. The mean number of
times each pixel is used in CC coefficients (Nvisit) is estimated
with the following formula:

Nvisit =
Nbins ⇥ hNpixelsi

0.39 ⇥ Ntotal
⇠ 5 , (16)

where Ntotal = 12 ⇥ N

2
side is the total number of pixels at 1� res-

olution, 0.39 is the fraction of the sky used in our analysis and
hNpixelsi = 1000 is the average number of pixels per sky-patch
after masking.

5. Component separation methodology

At the highest frequencies (⌫ � 100 GHz) within our mask, the
two main contributors to the CC coefficient are the CMB and
dust emission. In this section, we detail how we separate them
and estimate the spectral index of the dust emission (�d) in in-
tensity and polarization.

5.1. Separation of dust emission for intensity

The CC coefficients at ⌫ � 100 GHz can be written as

[↵I
⌫]

3T
353 = ↵

I(c3
353) + ↵I

⌫(d353) , (17)

where c

3
353 and d353 are the 353 GHz correlated CMB and dust

emission, respectively. The CMB CC coefficient is achromatic in
KCMB units, i.e., in temperature units relative to the CMB black-
body spectrum. To remove the CMB contribution, we work with
the differences of CC coefficients between two given frequen-
cies. To measure the dust spectral index both in intensity and

4
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polarization, we choose to work with colour ratios defined be-
tween two given frequencies ⌫2 and ⌫1 as

R

I
⌫0 (⌫2, ⌫1) =

[↵I
⌫2 ]3T

353 � [↵I
⌫0 ]3T

353

[↵I
⌫1 ]3T

353 � [↵I
⌫0 ]3T

353

(18)

=
↵I
⌫2 (d353) � ↵I

⌫0 (d353)
↵I
⌫1 (d353) � ↵I

⌫0 (d353)
,

where ⌫0 represents the reference CMB frequency which is
chosen to be 100 GHz in the present analysis. To convert
the measured colour ratio into �d we follow earlier studies
(Planck Collaboration Int. XVII 2014; Planck Collaboration
XI 2014) by approximating the SED of the dust emission
with a modified blackbody (MBB, hereafter) spectrum (Planck
Collaboration XXV 2011; Planck Collaboration XXIV 2011;
Planck Collaboration XI 2014) given by

↵I
⌫(d353) = F⌫ C⌫ Ad ⌫

�d
B⌫(Td) , (19)

where Td is the colour temperature and �d is the spectral in-
dex of the dust emission. The factor F⌫ takes into account
the conversion from MJy sr�1 (with the photometric convention
⌫I⌫=constant) to KCMB units, while C⌫ is the colour correction
that depends on the value of �d and Td. The colour correction
is computed knowing the bandpass filters at the HFI frequen-
cies (Planck Collaboration IX 2014) and the spectrum of the dust
emission. Using Eq. 19, the colour ratio can be written as a func-
tion of �d and Td:

R

I
⌫0 (⌫2, ⌫1) =

F⌫2C⌫2⌫
�d

2 B⌫2 (Td) � F⌫0C⌫0⌫
�d

0 B⌫0 (Td)

F⌫1C⌫1⌫
�d

1 B⌫1 (Td) � F⌫0C⌫0⌫
�d

0 B⌫0 (Td)
= g(�d,Td) . (20)

In Sect. 6.1, we use the three Planck maps, at 100, 217, and
353 GHz, to compute R

I
100(353, 217) and measure the dust spec-

tral index (�I
d,mm) at microwave frequencies (or mm wave-

lengths), for each sky-patch. In the next section, we explain how
we determine Td.

5.2. Measuring colour temperatures in intensity

The dust temperatures inferred from an MBB fit of the Planck

at ⌫ � 353 GHz and the IRAS 100 µm sky maps at 50 resolu-
tion (Planck Collaboration XI 2014) cannot be used to compute
mean temperatures within each sky-patch because the fits are
nonlinear. The two frequencies, Planck 857 GHz and DIRBE
100 µm (3000 GHz), which are close to the dust emission peak,
are well suited to measure Td for each sky-patch. We use the
Planck 353 GHz map as a template to compute the colour ratio
R

I(3000, 857) over each sky-patch, as described in Eq. 18. The
superscript I on the colour ratio and �d denote intensity. As the
CMB signal is negligible at these frequencies, we work directly
with the ratio R

I(3000, 857), without subtracting the 100 GHz
CC measure. We assume a mean dust spectral index at submm
frequencies, �I

d,submm, of 1.50. The choice of �I
d,submm value is

based on the MBB fit to the dust emissivities at 100 µm and the
Planck 353, 545 and 857 GHz frequencies, for each sky-patch.
Due to the �I

d,submm– Td anti-correlation, the variations of the
�I

d,submm values just increases the scatter of the Td values by about
20 % as compared to Td values derived using fixed �I

d,submm.
However, the Td values from the MBB fits are closely correlated
with Td values determined using the ratio R

I(3000, 857) and a
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response of each map, and reduced to a HEALPix resolution
Nside = 128. For the Planck and WMAP maps, we use the ef-
fective beams defined in multipole space that are provided in the
Planck Legacy Archive4 (PLA) and LAMBDA website (Planck
Collaboration VII 2014; Planck Collaboration IV 2014; Bennett
et al. 2013). The Gaussian approximation of the average beam
widths for Planck and WMAP maps are quoted in Table 1. For
the HI and DIRBE maps, we also use Gaussian beams with the
widths given in Table 1. For the polarization data, we use the
“ismoothing” routine of HEALPix that decomposes the Q and
U maps into E and B a`ms, applies Gaussian smoothing of 1�
in harmonic space (after deconvolving the effective azimuthally
symmetric beam response for each map), and transforms the
smoothed E and B a`ms back into Q and U maps at Nside = 128
resolution.

We divide the intermediate Galactic latitudes into sky-
patches with 10� radius centred on HEALPix pixels for Nside = 8.
For a much smaller radius we would have too few independent
sky pixels within a given sky-patch to measure the mean dust
SED. For a much larger radius we would have too few sky-
patches to estimate the statistical uncertainty on the computa-
tion of the mean dust SED. Each sky-patch contains roughly
1500 pixels at Nside = 128 resolution. We only consider 400
sky-patches (Nbins), which have 500 or more unmasked pixels.
We then cross-correlate the 353 GHz Planck internal template
with the WMAP and Planck maps between 23 and 353 GHz, lo-
cally in each sky-patch to extract the 353 GHz correlated emis-
sion in intensity, along with its polarization counterpart. The sky-
patches used are not strictly independent. Each sky pixel is part
of a few sky-patches, which is required to sample properly the
spatial variations of the CC coefficients. The mean number of
times each pixel is used in CC coefficients (Nvisit) is estimated
with the following formula:

Nvisit =
Nbins ⇥ hNpixelsi

0.39 ⇥ Ntotal
⇠ 5 , (16)

where Ntotal = 12 ⇥ N

2
side is the total number of pixels at 1� res-

olution, 0.39 is the fraction of the sky used in our analysis and
hNpixelsi = 1000 is the average number of pixels per sky-patch
after masking.

5. Component separation methodology

At the highest frequencies (⌫ � 100 GHz) within our mask, the
two main contributors to the CC coefficient are the CMB and
dust emission. In this section, we detail how we separate them
and estimate the spectral index of the dust emission (�d) in in-
tensity and polarization.

5.1. Separation of dust emission for intensity

The CC coefficients at ⌫ � 100 GHz can be written as

[↵I
⌫]

3T
353 = ↵

I(c3
353) + ↵I

⌫(d353) , (17)

where c

3
353 and d353 are the 353 GHz correlated CMB and dust

emission, respectively. The CMB CC coefficient is achromatic in
KCMB units, i.e., in temperature units relative to the CMB black-
body spectrum. To remove the CMB contribution, we work with
the differences of CC coefficients between two given frequen-
cies. To measure the dust spectral index both in intensity and
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polarization, we choose to work with colour ratios defined be-
tween two given frequencies ⌫2 and ⌫1 as

R

I
⌫0 (⌫2, ⌫1) =

[↵I
⌫2 ]3T

353 � [↵I
⌫0 ]3T

353

[↵I
⌫1 ]3T

353 � [↵I
⌫0 ]3T

353

(18)

=
↵I
⌫2 (d353) � ↵I

⌫0 (d353)
↵I
⌫1 (d353) � ↵I

⌫0 (d353)
,

where ⌫0 represents the reference CMB frequency which is
chosen to be 100 GHz in the present analysis. To convert
the measured colour ratio into �d we follow earlier studies
(Planck Collaboration Int. XVII 2014; Planck Collaboration
XI 2014) by approximating the SED of the dust emission
with a modified blackbody (MBB, hereafter) spectrum (Planck
Collaboration XXV 2011; Planck Collaboration XXIV 2011;
Planck Collaboration XI 2014) given by

↵I
⌫(d353) = F⌫ C⌫ Ad ⌫

�d
B⌫(Td) , (19)

where Td is the colour temperature and �d is the spectral in-
dex of the dust emission. The factor F⌫ takes into account
the conversion from MJy sr�1 (with the photometric convention
⌫I⌫=constant) to KCMB units, while C⌫ is the colour correction
that depends on the value of �d and Td. The colour correction
is computed knowing the bandpass filters at the HFI frequen-
cies (Planck Collaboration IX 2014) and the spectrum of the dust
emission. Using Eq. 19, the colour ratio can be written as a func-
tion of �d and Td:

R

I
⌫0 (⌫2, ⌫1) =

F⌫2C⌫2⌫
�d

2 B⌫2 (Td) � F⌫0C⌫0⌫
�d

0 B⌫0 (Td)

F⌫1C⌫1⌫
�d

1 B⌫1 (Td) � F⌫0C⌫0⌫
�d

0 B⌫0 (Td)
= g(�d,Td) . (20)

In Sect. 6.1, we use the three Planck maps, at 100, 217, and
353 GHz, to compute R

I
100(353, 217) and measure the dust spec-

tral index (�I
d,mm) at microwave frequencies (or mm wave-

lengths), for each sky-patch. In the next section, we explain how
we determine Td.

5.2. Measuring colour temperatures in intensity

The dust temperatures inferred from an MBB fit of the Planck

at ⌫ � 353 GHz and the IRAS 100 µm sky maps at 50 resolu-
tion (Planck Collaboration XI 2014) cannot be used to compute
mean temperatures within each sky-patch because the fits are
nonlinear. The two frequencies, Planck 857 GHz and DIRBE
100 µm (3000 GHz), which are close to the dust emission peak,
are well suited to measure Td for each sky-patch. We use the
Planck 353 GHz map as a template to compute the colour ratio
R

I(3000, 857) over each sky-patch, as described in Eq. 18. The
superscript I on the colour ratio and �d denote intensity. As the
CMB signal is negligible at these frequencies, we work directly
with the ratio R

I(3000, 857), without subtracting the 100 GHz
CC measure. We assume a mean dust spectral index at submm
frequencies, �I

d,submm, of 1.50. The choice of �I
d,submm value is

based on the MBB fit to the dust emissivities at 100 µm and the
Planck 353, 545 and 857 GHz frequencies, for each sky-patch.
Due to the �I

d,submm– Td anti-correlation, the variations of the
�I

d,submm values just increases the scatter of the Td values by about
20 % as compared to Td values derived using fixed �I

d,submm.
However, the Td values from the MBB fits are closely correlated
with Td values determined using the ratio R

I(3000, 857) and a
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response of each map, and reduced to a HEALPix resolution
Nside = 128. For the Planck and WMAP maps, we use the ef-
fective beams defined in multipole space that are provided in the
Planck Legacy Archive4 (PLA) and LAMBDA website (Planck
Collaboration VII 2014; Planck Collaboration IV 2014; Bennett
et al. 2013). The Gaussian approximation of the average beam
widths for Planck and WMAP maps are quoted in Table 1. For
the HI and DIRBE maps, we also use Gaussian beams with the
widths given in Table 1. For the polarization data, we use the
“ismoothing” routine of HEALPix that decomposes the Q and
U maps into E and B a`ms, applies Gaussian smoothing of 1�
in harmonic space (after deconvolving the effective azimuthally
symmetric beam response for each map), and transforms the
smoothed E and B a`ms back into Q and U maps at Nside = 128
resolution.

We divide the intermediate Galactic latitudes into sky-
patches with 10� radius centred on HEALPix pixels for Nside = 8.
For a much smaller radius we would have too few independent
sky pixels within a given sky-patch to measure the mean dust
SED. For a much larger radius we would have too few sky-
patches to estimate the statistical uncertainty on the computa-
tion of the mean dust SED. Each sky-patch contains roughly
1500 pixels at Nside = 128 resolution. We only consider 400
sky-patches (Nbins), which have 500 or more unmasked pixels.
We then cross-correlate the 353 GHz Planck internal template
with the WMAP and Planck maps between 23 and 353 GHz, lo-
cally in each sky-patch to extract the 353 GHz correlated emis-
sion in intensity, along with its polarization counterpart. The sky-
patches used are not strictly independent. Each sky pixel is part
of a few sky-patches, which is required to sample properly the
spatial variations of the CC coefficients. The mean number of
times each pixel is used in CC coefficients (Nvisit) is estimated
with the following formula:

Nvisit =
Nbins ⇥ hNpixelsi

0.39 ⇥ Ntotal
⇠ 5 , (16)

where Ntotal = 12 ⇥ N

2
side is the total number of pixels at 1� res-

olution, 0.39 is the fraction of the sky used in our analysis and
hNpixelsi = 1000 is the average number of pixels per sky-patch
after masking.

5. Component separation methodology

At the highest frequencies (⌫ � 100 GHz) within our mask, the
two main contributors to the CC coefficient are the CMB and
dust emission. In this section, we detail how we separate them
and estimate the spectral index of the dust emission (�d) in in-
tensity and polarization.

5.1. Separation of dust emission for intensity

The CC coefficients at ⌫ � 100 GHz can be written as

[↵I
⌫]

3T
353 = ↵

I(c3
353) + ↵I

⌫(d353) , (17)

where c

3
353 and d353 are the 353 GHz correlated CMB and dust

emission, respectively. The CMB CC coefficient is achromatic in
KCMB units, i.e., in temperature units relative to the CMB black-
body spectrum. To remove the CMB contribution, we work with
the differences of CC coefficients between two given frequen-
cies. To measure the dust spectral index both in intensity and
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polarization, we choose to work with colour ratios defined be-
tween two given frequencies ⌫2 and ⌫1 as

R

I
⌫0 (⌫2, ⌫1) =

[↵I
⌫2 ]3T

353 � [↵I
⌫0 ]3T

353

[↵I
⌫1 ]3T

353 � [↵I
⌫0 ]3T

353

(18)

=
↵I
⌫2 (d353) � ↵I

⌫0 (d353)
↵I
⌫1 (d353) � ↵I

⌫0 (d353)
,

where ⌫0 represents the reference CMB frequency which is
chosen to be 100 GHz in the present analysis. To convert
the measured colour ratio into �d we follow earlier studies
(Planck Collaboration Int. XVII 2014; Planck Collaboration
XI 2014) by approximating the SED of the dust emission
with a modified blackbody (MBB, hereafter) spectrum (Planck
Collaboration XXV 2011; Planck Collaboration XXIV 2011;
Planck Collaboration XI 2014) given by

↵I
⌫(d353) = F⌫ C⌫ Ad ⌫

�d
B⌫(Td) , (19)

where Td is the colour temperature and �d is the spectral in-
dex of the dust emission. The factor F⌫ takes into account
the conversion from MJy sr�1 (with the photometric convention
⌫I⌫=constant) to KCMB units, while C⌫ is the colour correction
that depends on the value of �d and Td. The colour correction
is computed knowing the bandpass filters at the HFI frequen-
cies (Planck Collaboration IX 2014) and the spectrum of the dust
emission. Using Eq. 19, the colour ratio can be written as a func-
tion of �d and Td:

R

I
⌫0 (⌫2, ⌫1) =

F⌫2C⌫2⌫
�d

2 B⌫2 (Td) � F⌫0C⌫0⌫
�d

0 B⌫0 (Td)

F⌫1C⌫1⌫
�d

1 B⌫1 (Td) � F⌫0C⌫0⌫
�d

0 B⌫0 (Td)
= g(�d,Td) . (20)

In Sect. 6.1, we use the three Planck maps, at 100, 217, and
353 GHz, to compute R

I
100(353, 217) and measure the dust spec-

tral index (�I
d,mm) at microwave frequencies (or mm wave-

lengths), for each sky-patch. In the next section, we explain how
we determine Td.

5.2. Measuring colour temperatures in intensity

The dust temperatures inferred from an MBB fit of the Planck

at ⌫ � 353 GHz and the IRAS 100 µm sky maps at 50 resolu-
tion (Planck Collaboration XI 2014) cannot be used to compute
mean temperatures within each sky-patch because the fits are
nonlinear. The two frequencies, Planck 857 GHz and DIRBE
100 µm (3000 GHz), which are close to the dust emission peak,
are well suited to measure Td for each sky-patch. We use the
Planck 353 GHz map as a template to compute the colour ratio
R

I(3000, 857) over each sky-patch, as described in Eq. 18. The
superscript I on the colour ratio and �d denote intensity. As the
CMB signal is negligible at these frequencies, we work directly
with the ratio R

I(3000, 857), without subtracting the 100 GHz
CC measure. We assume a mean dust spectral index at submm
frequencies, �I

d,submm, of 1.50. The choice of �I
d,submm value is

based on the MBB fit to the dust emissivities at 100 µm and the
Planck 353, 545 and 857 GHz frequencies, for each sky-patch.
Due to the �I

d,submm– Td anti-correlation, the variations of the
�I

d,submm values just increases the scatter of the Td values by about
20 % as compared to Td values derived using fixed �I

d,submm.
However, the Td values from the MBB fits are closely correlated
with Td values determined using the ratio R

I(3000, 857) and a

7

The cross-correlation coefficients at and above 100 GHz can 
be decomposed as  
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Fig. 8. Mean dust SED in KRJ units, normalized to 1 at 353 GHz, with different spectral fits and the respective residuals. The two
parametric model fits are DI+AI (top left), and DI+AII (bottom left), as presented in Sect. 7.2. Right: residuals after removing the
best fit model listed in Table 4, from the mean dust SED. The two spectral models provide good fit to the data, with residuals
compatible with zero.

Table 4. Results of the spectral fits to the mean dust SED in
intensity using Planck and WMAP maps.

Parameters DI+AI Parameters DI+AII

�I
d,mm . . . 1.52 ± 0.01 A

I
WNM . . . 1.12 ± 0.04

A

I
a . . . . . 1.14 ± 0.04 �⌫WNM [GHz] �1.7 ± 0.8
⌫p [GHz] 9.5 ± 6.9 A

I
CNM . . . . 0.07 ± 0.01

m60 . . . . . 1.81 ± 0.38 �⌫CNM [GHz] 22.2 ± 1.6
�2/Ndof . . 2.4/8 �2/Ndof . . 8.7/8

The parameters listed in this table are described in 26 and 27 where the
dust SED is expressed in KRJ units and normalized to 1 at 353 GHz. The
fixed model parameter is Td = 19.6 K for two intensity models.

our data analysis and tests of its robustness against systematic
uncertainties.

8.1. Measuring �P
d,mm

Here we use the full mission Planck polarization maps,
keeping the polarized detector set maps (DS1 and DS2) at

353 GHz as fixed templates, to derive a mean �P
d,mm using

the one-template fit. Using the polarization CC coefficients,
[↵P
⌫ ]1T

353, we compute R

P
100(353, 217) for each sky-patch using

Eq. 18. Fig. 9 shows the values of R

P
100(353, 217) versus the local

dispersion of the polarized map at 353 GHz (�P
353) for all the sky-

patches. To compute �P
353, we use a 1� smoothed map of P353 de-

rived in Planck Collaboration Int. XIX (2014). We derive �P
d,mm

for each sky-patch from R

P
100(353, 217), taking into account the

local estimate of Td derived from R

I(3000, 857) (Sect. 5.2). We
assume that the temperature of the dust grains contributing to
the polarization is the same as that determined for the dust emis-
sion in intensity. This is not necessarily true if the polarization
is associated with specific dust grains, e.g., the silicates versus
carbon dust (Martin 2007; Draine & Fraisse 2009). This should
be kept in mind in thinking of physical interpretations. Here we
use the spectral indices �P

d,mm and �I
d,mm as a mathematical way

to quantify the difference between the dust SED for intensity and
polarization.

The scatter on the R

P
100(353, 217) values increases for �P

353 <
20 µK due to data noise. The histogram of �P

d,mm from the 400
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Fig. 8. Mean dust SED in KRJ units, normalized to 1 at 353 GHz, with different spectral fits and the respective residuals. The two
parametric model fits are DI+AI (top left), and DI+AII (bottom left), as presented in Sect. 7.2. Right: residuals after removing the
best fit model listed in Table 4, from the mean dust SED. The two spectral models provide good fit to the data, with residuals
compatible with zero.

Table 4. Results of the spectral fits to the mean dust SED in
intensity using Planck and WMAP maps.

Parameters DI+AI Parameters DI+AII

�I
d,mm . . . 1.52 ± 0.01 A

I
WNM . . . 1.12 ± 0.04

A

I
a . . . . . 1.14 ± 0.04 �⌫WNM [GHz] �1.7 ± 0.8
⌫p [GHz] 9.5 ± 6.9 A

I
CNM . . . . 0.07 ± 0.01

m60 . . . . . 1.81 ± 0.38 �⌫CNM [GHz] 22.2 ± 1.6
�2/Ndof . . 2.4/8 �2/Ndof . . 8.7/8

The parameters listed in this table are described in 26 and 27 where the
dust SED is expressed in KRJ units and normalized to 1 at 353 GHz. The
fixed model parameter is Td = 19.6 K for two intensity models.

our data analysis and tests of its robustness against systematic
uncertainties.

8.1. Measuring �P
d,mm

Here we use the full mission Planck polarization maps,
keeping the polarized detector set maps (DS1 and DS2) at

353 GHz as fixed templates, to derive a mean �P
d,mm using

the one-template fit. Using the polarization CC coefficients,
[↵P
⌫ ]1T

353, we compute R

P
100(353, 217) for each sky-patch using

Eq. 18. Fig. 9 shows the values of R

P
100(353, 217) versus the local

dispersion of the polarized map at 353 GHz (�P
353) for all the sky-

patches. To compute �P
353, we use a 1� smoothed map of P353 de-

rived in Planck Collaboration Int. XIX (2014). We derive �P
d,mm

for each sky-patch from R

P
100(353, 217), taking into account the

local estimate of Td derived from R

I(3000, 857) (Sect. 5.2). We
assume that the temperature of the dust grains contributing to
the polarization is the same as that determined for the dust emis-
sion in intensity. This is not necessarily true if the polarization
is associated with specific dust grains, e.g., the silicates versus
carbon dust (Martin 2007; Draine & Fraisse 2009). This should
be kept in mind in thinking of physical interpretations. Here we
use the spectral indices �P

d,mm and �I
d,mm as a mathematical way

to quantify the difference between the dust SED for intensity and
polarization.

The scatter on the R

P
100(353, 217) values increases for �P

353 <
20 µK due to data noise. The histogram of �P

d,mm from the 400
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Fig. 5. Maximum posterior amplitude intensity maps derived from the joint baseline analysis of Planck, WMAP and 408 MHz
observations. From left to right and top to bottom, the components are 1) CMB temperature; 2) synchrotron brightness temperature at
408 MHz; 3) free-free emission measure; 4) spinning dust brightness temperature at 30 GHz; 5) thermal dust brightness temperature
at 545 GHz; 6) 94/100 GHz line emission, evaluated for the 100-ds1 detector map; and 7–9) CO line emission for J=1!0, J=2!1,
J=3!2. Panels 2–5 employ the non-linear HDR color scale, while all other employ linear color scales.

derivative of the bandpass profile evaluated at the line frequency
varies between detectors, the e↵ective observed line ratio also
vary on the sky. As we shall see in Sect. 5, this e↵ect repre-
sents in fact the dominant residual systematic in some of our
frequency channels after component separation. In future analy-
ses, this e↵ect may be exploited to construct an e↵ective velocity
map of the Galaxy, possibly allowing us to mitigate this particu-
lar systematic e↵ect.

Thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich The last of the main astrophysi-
cal components included in this analysis is the thermal Sunyaev-
Zeldovich (SZ) e↵ect, which is caused by CMB photons scatter-
ing on hot electrons in clusters. After such scattering, the e↵ec-
tive spectrum no longer follows a perfect blackbody, but is rather
given by the expression5 listed in Table 2. The only free param-
eter for this e↵ect is the Compton parameter, ysz, which for our
purposes acts a simple amplitude parameter. Note that the e↵ec-
tive SZ spectrum is negative below and positive above 217 GHz,
and this distinct feature provides a unique observational signa-
ture. Still, the e↵ect is small for all but the very brightest clus-
ters on the sky, and the ysz map is therefore particularly sensitive
to both modelling and systematic errors. In this paper, we only

5 For simplicity, we adopt the non-relativistic expression for the ther-
mal SZ e↵ect in this paper.

fit for the thermal SZ e↵ect in two separate regions around the
Coma and Virgo clusters, which are by far the two strongest SZ
objects on the sky, in order to prevent these from contaminat-
ing the other components. Full-sky SZ reconstruction within the
present global analysis framework requires significantly better
control of systematic e↵ects than what is achieved in the current
analysis, in particular at high frequencies.

Monopoles and dipoles In addition to the above astrophysi-
cal components, the microwave sky exhibits important signal
contributions in the form of monopoles and dipoles. The prime
example of the former is the CMB monopole of 2.7255 K it-
self, and a second important contributor is the cosmic infrared
background (CIB; see Planck Collaboration XXX 2014 and ref-
erences therein). The main dipole contribution comes from the
CMB dipole, which has an amplitude of 3,365.5 (3,364.0) µK as
measured by LFI (HFI); the di↵erence between the LFI and HFI
measurements of 1.5 µK is within quoted uncertainties (Planck
Collaboration A01 2014).

Ideally, the CMB dipole contribution should be removed
during the map making step (Planck Collaboration A07 2014;
Planck Collaboration A09 2014), but because the estimated
dipole has a non-zero uncertainty, and because di↵erent dipoles
are subtracted from the Planck and WMAP sky maps, it is nec-
essary to account for residual dipoles in each individual map
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�sd1
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Fig. 6. Maximum posterior spectral parameter maps derived from the joint baseline analysis of Planck, WMAP and 408 MHz inten-
sity observations. From left to right and top to bottom, the parameter maps are 1) spinning dust SED peak frequency, ⌫p, for the
primary spinning dust component (see Sect. 4.1); 2) electron temperature, Te, associated with the free-free component; 3) thermal
dust emissivity index, �d; and 4) thermal dust temperature, Td. All maps are derived at 1� FWHM angular resolution, and employ
linear color scales.

in the following analysis. In this paper, we adopt the nominal
Planck dipole estimates for a small subset of reference frequen-
cies (namely the 30, 100-ds1, 143-ds1, 545 and 857 channels), as
well as for the 408 MHz map adopting the parameters derived by
?, as delta function priors. Together, these five channels anchor
the dipole solutions for all astrophysical component maps.

Likewise, we adopt the nominal monopole parameters for a
subset of frequency channels, anchoring the e↵ective o↵sets of
each component to external values. Specifically, we adopt the
HFI CIB monopole predictions, as listed in Table 5 of Planck
Collaboration A09 (2014), for the 100-ds1, 143-ds1 and 545-2
monopoles, and the zero-points derived by ? for the WMAP Ka
and 408 MHz bands.

Thus, it is important to note that the following analysis do
not derive independent absolute estimates for either monopoles
or dipoles, but relies critically on external priors for these val-
ues; if, say, the CIB monopole prediction is significantly updated
through additional observations, this error will translate directly
into an error in the zero level of our thermal dust map. On the
other hand, our analysis does provide an independent internal
consistency check among the adopted priors, and, as we shall
see, no significant anomalies are found, with the possible excep-
tion of a small monopole error at the 100-ds1 channel of one or
two microkelvins.

Other components Finally, we mention briefly some other sub-
dominant e↵ects that are either neglected or implicitly accounted
for in our model. First, similar to the thermal SZ e↵ect, the ki-
netic Sunyaev-Zeldovich e↵ect is caused by CMB photons scat-
tering on hot electrons. However, in this case a non-zero bulk ve-
locity in the electron population is the defining feature: When in-
teracting with moving electrons, the photons e↵ectively receive
a Doppler shift proportional to the bulk velocity. In this process,
the CMB blackbody spectrum is conserved, but its temperature
is slightly changed. The kSZ e↵ect is therefore fully degenerate
with the primordial CMB when considered pixel-by-pixel, and
can only be disentangled using spatial information and cross-
correlations. However, this e↵ect is small, and we neglect it in
the rest of the paper.

Second, the cosmic infrared background (Planck
Collaboration XXX 2014) consists of redshifted thermal
dust radiation from distant galaxies. By virtue of being a
cosmological signal, it is statistically isotropic in the sky, and
can therefore be described analogously to the CMB in terms of a
sum of a constant o↵set at each frequency plus small fluctations
imprinted on top, tracing the local density of the emitting matter.
In this paper, we account for the mean temperature through the
monopole parameter of each frequency map, but neglect the
spatially varying component. Since the CIB frequency spectrum
is very similar to the Galactic thermal dust spectrum, these
fluctuations are e↵ectively absorbed by our thermal dust model.
Future work will attempt to break this degeneracy by exploiting
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Fig. 1. Global mask used in the cross-correlation (CC) analysis
(Mollweide projection in Galactic coordinates). It comprises the
CIB mask (white region), the CO mask (light-blue), the free-
free mask (beige), the Galactic mask (deep-blue), and the mask
of point sources (turquoise). We use the red regions of the sky.
We refer readers to Sect. 3 for a detailed description of how the
global mask is defined.
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For this threshold, the CIB contribution to the CC coefficients
in Sect. 4.2 is smaller than about 1 % (1/92) of that of the to-
tal Galactic emission at 353 GHz. The summation is over the
multipole range 15 < ` < 300 (corresponding to an effective
range of angular scales from 1� to 10�). C

CIB
` is the best-fit CIB

power spectrum at 353 GHz (Planck Collaboration XXX 2014),
C

c
` is the best-fit CMB power spectrum (Planck Collaboration

XV 2014), I353 represents the Planck 353 GHz map, b` is the
beam function and w` is the HEALPix pixel window function.
We measure the Galactic to CIB emission ratio over patches with
10� radius centred on HEALPix pixels at a resolution Nside = 32.

The CO, free-free, and synchrotron emission are more im-
portant close to the Galactic plane. The first three CO line
transitions J = 1! 0, J = 2! 1, and J = 3! 2 at 115, 230, and
345 GHz, respectively, are significant emission components in
the Planck intensity maps (Planck Collaboration XIII 2014). The
CO mask is defined by applying a threshold of 0.5 K km s�1

on the “Type 2” CO J = 1! 0, which is extracted using the
Planck data between 70 and 353 GHz (Planck Collaboration
XIII 2014). The free-free emission is weak compared to the CO
line emission at 100 GHz for most molecular clouds. In mas-
sive star-forming regions and for the diffuse Galactic plane emis-
sion, free-free emission is significant (Planck Collaboration Int.
XIV 2014). We take the WMAP maximum entropy method free-
free map (Bennett et al. 2013) at 94 GHz and apply a thresh-
old of 10 µKRJ (in Rayleigh-Jeans temperature units) to define
the free-free mask. In addition, we use the Galactic mask (CS-
CR75) from the Planck component separation results (Planck
Collaboration XII 2014) to exclude the synchrotron emis-
sion from the Galactic plane and the Galactic “haze” (Planck

Collaboration Int. IX 2013). We also apply the Planck point
source mask (Planck Collaboration XV 2014).

Our mask focuses on the part of the sky where dust is the
dominant emission component at HFI frequencies. This choice
makes the spectral leakage from free-free and CO line emissions
to polarization maps negligible. After masking we are left with
39 % of the sky at intermediate Galactic latitudes (10�< |b| <
60�). The same global mask is used for both intensity and po-
larization correlation analysis to compare results over the same
sky.

4. Cross-correlation method

We use the CC analysis adopted in many studies (Banday et al.
1996; Gorski et al. 1996; Davies et al. 2006; Page et al. 2007;
Ghosh et al. 2012; Planck Collaboration Int. XII 2013) to ex-
tract the signal correlated with the 353 GHz template in inten-
sity and polarization. The only underlying assumption is that
the spatial structure in the 353 GHz template and in the map
under analysis are locally correlated. To reduce this assump-
tion, we apply the CC analysis locally over patches of sky of
10� radius (Sect. 4.4). Our choice for the dust template is pre-
sented in Sect. 4.1. The methodology is introduced for intensity
in Sect. 4.2 and for polarization in Sect. 4.3. The practical im-
plementation of the method is outlined in Sect. 4.4.

4.1. 353 GHz template

We perform the CC analysis locally in the pixel domain using
the Planck 353 GHz maps of Stokes parameters as represen-
tative internal templates for dust emission in intensity (I with
the ZLE subtracted) and polarization (Q and U). Our choice
of a Planck map as a dust template addresses some of the is-
sues plaguing alternative choices. First, unlike the HI map, the
353 GHz map traces the dust in both HI and H2 gas (Reach et al.
1998; Planck Collaboration XXIV 2011; Planck Collaboration
Int. XVII 2014). Second, unlike the full-sky Finkbeiner et al.
(1999) 94 GHz (hereafter FDS) map, the 353 GHz map does
not rely on an extrapolation over a large frequency range, from
100 µm to the Planck bands. The main drawback of the 353 GHz
template is that it includes CMB and CIB anisotropies. By intro-
ducing the global mask, we work with the sky region where the
CIB anisotropies are small compared to dust emission. However,
the contribution of the CMB to the CC coefficients, most signif-
icant at microwave frequencies, needs to be subtracted.

4.2. Intensity

4.2.1. Correlation with the 353 GHz template

For the intensity data, the CC coefficient (↵I
⌫) is obtained by min-

imizing the �2
I expression given by,

�2
I =

NpixX

k=1

h
I⌫(k) � [↵I

⌫]
1T
353 I353(k) � a

i2
, (7)

where I⌫ and I353 denote the data and the 353 GHz template
maps, respectively. This is a linear fit and the solution is com-
puted analytically. Here the CC coefficient is a number in KCMB
KCMB

�1, as both I⌫ and I353 are expressed in KCMB units. The
constant offset, a, takes into account the local mean present in
the template as well as in the data. The sum is over the un-
masked pixels, k, within a given sky-patch. We are insensitive
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sky- patches is presented in Fig. 9. The distribution of �P
d,mm has

a mean value of 1.592 (round-off to 1.59), with a 1� disper-
sion of 0.174 (round-off to 0.17). This dispersion is the same if
we use the mean dust temperature of 19.6 K for all sky patches.
The statistical uncertainty on the mean �P

d,mm is computed from
the 1� dispersion divided by the square root of the number of
independent sky-patches (400/Nvisit) used, which is 0.02.

The mean value of the dust spectral index for polarization
is different from that for intensity, 1.51 ± 0.01 (Sect. 6) over
the same sky area. In the next section, we check whether the
difference of spectral indices in intensity and polarization is a
robust result against systematics present in the polarization data.
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Fig. 9. Top: Colour ratio R

P
100(353, 217) against the local disper-

sion of the polarization template at 353 GHz. Bottom: Histogram
of the �P

d,mm values inferred from R

P
100(353, 217) for all sky-

patches. The mean value of the spectral index for polarization is
1.59± 0.02, which is different from that for intensity 1.51± 0.01
(Fig. 3).

8.2. Uncertainties in �P
d,mm

For the mean polarized dust spectral index, we use the re-
sults from full mission Planck polarization maps with the two

Table 5. Polarized dust spectral indices derived using multi-
ple subsets and templates of the Planck data. The full mission
Planck polarization data along with the DS1 and DS2 tem-
plates (first entry in the Table below) is used in Sect. 8.1 to
produce Fig. 9. The scatter of the 20 measurements is consis-
tent with the 1� statistical uncertainty on the mean value of
�P

d,mm.

Templates Data sets �P
d,mm

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full 1.592

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . HR1 1.595
DS1 and DS2 . . . . HR2 1.595
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . YR1 1.619
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . YR2 1.592

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full 1.602

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . HR1 1.603
YR1 and YR2 . . . HR2 1.606
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . DS1 1.564
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . DS2 1.627

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full 1.613

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . DS1 1.579
HR1 and HR2 . . . DS2 1.639
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . YR1 1.639
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . YR2 1.614

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full 1.578

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . DS1 1.560
S1+S3 and S2+S4 DS2 1.590
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . HR1 1.581
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . HR2 1.588

detector set maps as fixed templates (Sect. 8.1). To estimate
the systematic uncertainty for the mean �P

d,mm, we apply the CC
analysis on multiple subsets of the Planck data, including the
combination of yearly maps (YR1 and YR2), the full mission
half-ring maps (HR1 and HR2), the combination of odd surveys
(S1+S3) and even surveys (S2+S4), and the detector set maps
(DS1 and DS2) (see Sect. 2.1.2 for more details). We use these
subsets of the data as maps and templates at 353 GHz. Table 5
lists the derived mean �P

d,mm, for all the sky-patches from each
combination of the data subsets. The dispersion of the �P

d,mm val-
ues in Table 5, 0.02, is consistent with the 1� dispersion on the
mean polarization spectra index from statistical uncertainties es-
timated in Sect. 8.1, making it difficult to separate the con-
tributions from the statistical noise and the data systematics.
Therefore, we use the 1� dispersion from the subsets of the
Planck data, as listed in Table 5, as a combine statistical and
systematic uncertainties on the mean value of �P

d,mm. Thus,
we find �P

d,mm = 1.59 ± 0.02 (stat.+ syst.). The small difference,
0.08, between �P

d,mm and �I
d,mm has a 3.6� significance, taking

into account the total uncertainty on both �P
d,mm and �I

d,mm.

9. Spectral energy distribution of dust

polarization

We now derive the mean SED for the dust polarization and ex-
tend to polarization the parametric modelling already made on
the dust SED in intensity (Sect. 7.2).
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Table 6. Mean microwave SED for polarization computed using the CC analysis.

Frequency [GHz]
Experiment

Quantity WMAP Planck WMAP WMAP Planck WMAP Planck WMAP Planck Planck Planck Planck

23 28.4 33 41 44.1 61 70.4 94 100 143 217 353

h[↵̃P
⌫ ]1T

353i . . . . . 0.9481 0.4038 0.3351 0.1793 0.1525 0.1179 0.1129 0.1852 0.1900 0.3029 0.5624 1.0000
�stat . . . . . . . . 0.1201 0.0538 0.0402 0.0292 0.0190 0.0198 0.0118 0.0261 0.0050 0.0048 0.0062 0.0068
c⌫ [%] . . . . . . 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0
�cmb . . . . . . . 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000
�tot . . . . . . . . 0.1204 0.0539 0.0403 0.0293 0.0190 0.0199 0.0118 0.0262 0.0051 0.0050 0.0067 0.0114
S/N . . . . . . . . 7.9 7.5 8.3 6.1 8.0 5.9 9.6 7.1 37.1 60.4 83.6 87.7

h[↵̃P

⌫ ]1T
353i ⌘Mean polarization SED in KRJ units, normalized to 1 at 353 GHz, from the correlation with the 353 GHz templates. The values are not colour

corrected.
�stat ⌘ Statistical uncertainty on the mean polarization SED.
c⌫ ⌘ Uncertainties on the inter-calibration [%] between Planck and WMAP frequencies (Planck Collaboration I 2014; Bennett et al. 2013).
�cmb ⌘ Uncertainty on the mean polarized SED introduced by the CMB-subtraction multiplied by the inter-calibration factor c⌫.
�tot ⌘ Total uncertainty on the mean polarized SED.
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Fig. 11. Mean polarized SED in KRJ units, normalized to 1 at 353 GHz correlated with the Stokes Q and U 353 GHz maps. The
polarized spectral model with and without the constraint on �P

s match the observed data points.

stellar matter, it is reasonable to assume that the polarization an-
gles are the same for AME and dust. We obtain the 353 GHz

correlated AME polarization at 23 GHz as,

h[↵̃P
23]1T

353i = h↵P
23(a353)i = pa

pd
h↵I

23(a353)i ,

i.e., 0.95 =
pa

pd
h↵I

23(a353)i ,

so pa =
pd ⇥ 0.95
h↵I

23(a353)i .

=
pd ⇥ 0.95

A

I
a

. (32)
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Table 7. Results of the spectral fits to the mean polarized dust
SED obtained using Planck and WMAP data.

Parameters a Unconstrained �P
s Fixed �P

s

A

P
s . . . . . . 0.97 ± 0.10 0.86 ± 0.06
�P

s . . . . . . �3.40 ± 0.28 �3.04
�P

d,mm . . . . 1.57 ± 0.01 1.58 ± 0.01
�2/Ndof . . . 6.6/9 8.6/10

a The parameters of the model PSI+PDI are described in Eq. 33 for
fixed Td = 19.6 K, where the dust SED is expressed in KRJ units and
normalized to 1 at 353 GHz.

We use the mean AME amplitude, A

I
a = 1.14, from model DI+AI

and Table 4, together with pd = 20 % (Planck Collaboration
Int. XIX 2014; Planck Collaboration Int. XX 2014), to derive
an upper limit on the intrinsic polarization fraction of AME of
about 16 %. This is much higher than upper limits reported from
the analysis of compact sources (Dickinson et al. 2011; López-
Caraballo et al. 2011; Rubiño-Martı́n et al. 2012) and theoretical
predictions (Lazarian & Draine 2000; Hoang et al. 2013). Thus
AME is unlikely to be the sole explanation for the low frequency
rise of the polarization SED, even if we cannot exclude some
contribution from AME.

9.3. Parametric modelling for polarized dust SED

In this section we present a spectral model that fits the observed
polarization SED. We model the polarization SED with a com-
bination of polarized synchrotron and dust components. This
model does not include AME. We account for the rise of the SED
towards the lowest frequencies with the synchrotron component.
For the synchrotron component we use the PL model with two
parameters: the amplitude; and the spectral index. The PL model
of synchrotron emission is related to the power-law energy dis-
tribution of the cosmic-ray electron spectrum (Abdo et al. 2009;
Ackermann et al. 2010, 2012). The model is the superposition of
a power-law synchrotron spectrum and the MBB for the thermal
dust emission. We refer to this model as PSI+PDI. It is described
by the equation:

h[↵̃P
⌫ ]

1T
353i = A

P
s

 
⌫

⌫b

!�P
s

+

 
⌫

⌫ref

!�P
d,mm�2

B⌫(Td)
B⌫ref (Td)

, (33)

where A

P
s is the amplitude of polarized synchrotron components

in KRJ units, and �P
d,mm is the polarized dust spectral index. The

polarized dust SED, expressed in KRJ units, is normalised to 1 at
353 GHz. Like for the two intensity models, we fix Td = 19.6 K.
We fit three parameters: the synchrotron amplitude, the syn-
chrotron and dust spectral index. We also fit this model with an
additional constraint that the spectral index of 353 GHz corre-
lated synchrotron component is the same for intensity and po-
larization. By doing so we have one less parameter to fit and
increase the number of degrees of freedom by one.

The fits to the polarization SED for model with and without
the constraint on �P

s are shown in Fig. 11. The parameters for
the best-fit models are listed in Table 7. The two models provide
very similar fits to the observed polarized SED. If we force the
spectral indices of the synchrotron for intensity and polarization
to be equal, we find an equally good fit to the polarization SED.
These results are further discussed in the next section.

10. Comparison of the dust SEDs for intensity

and polarization

We now compare the dust SEDs for intensity and polarization
and discuss the frequency dependence of the polarization frac-
tion within the context of existing dust models.

10.1. Spectral dependence of the polarization fraction

Figure 12 presents the dust SEDs for intensity and polarization
derived from the spectral decomposition in emission compo-
nents (Sects. 7.2 and 9.3). The SED for intensity, obtained after
AME subtraction, is shown in the top panel of Fig. 12 from 70 to
353 GHz. The two sets of data points computed for each of the
two AME models are very close to each other. The dust SED for
polarization, obtained after subtraction of the synchrotron com-
ponent, is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 12. The data points
are plotted for the two spectral indices in Table 7, which differ
by 0.4. The small difference between the corresponding points
shows that the subtraction of the synchrotron component has a
very small impact on the dust polarization SED even at 70 GHz.
This indicates that our dust polarization SED is robust with re-
spect to uncertainties on the spectral index of polarized syn-
chrotron, including a possible steepening of the spectrum with
increasing frequencies as discussed in Gold et al. (2011). The
polarization fraction, shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 12, is
normalized with respect to the data point at 353 GHz. The un-
certainties on p include the uncertainties from both P and I. The
data suggest that there is a small decrease of p by 21 ± 6% from
353 to 70 GHz.

10.2. The contribution of carbon dust and silicates to
polarization

The results of this work set new observational constraints on
dust models including silicate and carbon grains with possibly
different polarization properties (Hildebrand et al. 1999; Martin
2007). We discuss the spectral dependence of p using the mod-
els from Draine & Li (2007), Compiègne et al. (2011), and
Jones et al. (2013). In these three models, the thermal dust emis-
sion is the electric dipole emission from two types of grains,
silicates and carbon grains, with distinct optical properties and
thereby temperatures. The first two models use the same optical
properties for silicates, but distinct properties for carbon grains;
Draine & Li (2007) use the optical properties of graphite, while
Compiègne et al. (2011) use results from laboratory measure-
ments of amorphous carbon. The spectral index for carbon grains
is 2 in the Draine & Li (2007) model and 1.6 in Compiègne
et al. (2011). Over microwave frequencies, the opacity of sili-
cates scales as ⌫1.6 in both models. Jones et al. (2013) use op-
tical properties of amorphous carbon grains, which depend on
the hydrogen fraction and degree of aromatization (Jones 2012).
The spectral index of the carbon dust at 353 GHz varies between
1.2 and 2.3, depending on the nature of the carbon grains (see
Fig. 14 of Jones et al. 2013 for more details).

SEDs from the first two models have been compared to the
Planck dust SED in intensity in Planck Collaboration Int. XVII
(2014) and Planck Collaboration Int. XXIX (2014). The dif-
ferences between the model and the data are within 5–15 % at
⌫ < 353 GHz. Draine & Fraisse (2009) have used the Draine &
Li (2007) dust model to compute spectra for dust polarization.
They predict a systematic increase of the polarization fraction p

at microwave frequencies when only silicates contribute to dust
polarization. This prediction is not what we report in this paper.
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Fig. 12. Frequency dependence of the dust SED in intensity
without AME (top), in polarization without synchrotron (mid-

dle), and the polarization fraction (bottom) for the four different
combinations of dust models. The SEDs are plotted in units of
KRJ and normalized to 1 at 353 GHz. The shaded areas represent
1� (green), 2� (yellow), and 3� (grey) statistical uncertainty on
the mean normalised polarization fraction. We used the mean
spectra from the same 400 sky-patches for both the intensity and
polarization analysis.

However, model predictions for the spectral dependency of p are
related to the difference in spectral index between carbon and
silicate grains, which is not known. Thus, a difference between
carbon and silicate polarization may be the correct physical in-
terpretation of the spectral dependence of p, even if the data do
not match the Draine & Fraisse (2009) model.

Calculations of the polarized SED for the Compiègne et al.
(2011) and Jones et al. (2013) models are needed to assess
quantitatively this interpretation. In the Compiègne et al. (2011)
model, the spectra from silicates and carbon grains are very sim-
ilar at long wavelengths and we do not expect p to depend on
wavelength when only silicates contribute to the polarization. In
the Jones et al. (2013) model the contribution from carbon dust
grains could be dominant at ⌫ < 353 GHz.

10.3. Microwave dust emission

The dust SED in polarization and the spectral dependence of
p allows us to discuss two possible interpretations of the dust
microwave emission.

Meny et al. (2007) introduced a physical description of
FIR/microwave dust emission, where the microwave dust opac-
ity of amorphous grains is dominated by low energy transitions
associated with disorder in the structure of the solids on atomic
scales. This contribution is modelled by transitions in two-level
systems (TLS). The TLS model is supported by experimental
results on silicates (Agladze et al. 1996; Boudet et al. 2005;
Coupeaud et al. 2011), which indicate that the opacity of amor-
phous silicate grains flattens towards long wavelengths. The TLS
model has been used to model dust emission spectra by Paradis
et al. (2011). It was also proposed as a possible interpretation
of the flattening of the dust SED in intensity from FIR to mm
wavelengths, which was reported in two earlier Planck papers
on the diffuse dust emission in the Galactic plane in Planck
Collaboration Int. XIV (2014) and at high Galactic latitudes in
Planck Collaboration Int. XVII (2014). Our analysis based on
new Planck data does not confirm this flattening, but does not
dismiss it either because the error-bars on the submm spectral in-
dex from calibration uncertainties remain significant: 0.16 (1�)
from Sect. 5.2. Within the TLS model, a flattening of the dust
SED in intensity would be due to a decrease of the spectral in-
dex of silicate grains at long wavelengths. Since silicate grains
are polarized, the flattening of the dust SED should also be seen
in polarization. This expectation is not supported by the results
of our data analysis, namely the difference in spectral indices
of the thermal dust emission in intensity and polarization (�I

d,mm
and �P

d,mm) reported in Sect. 8.2.

MDE has been introduced by Draine & Hensley (2012) to
explain the flattening of the dust SED at sub-mm wavelengths in
the Small Magellanic Cloud (Planck Collaboration XVII 2011).
MDE could also contribute to the long wavelength emission of
Galactic dust. Model spectra of MDE are presented in Draine
& Hensley (2013) for Galactic dust. The contribution of MDE
could be significant at frequencies smaller than a few hundred
GHz and increasing towards smaller frequencies. If the mag-
netic particles are inclusions randomly-oriented within interstel-
lar grains, their emission is polarized in a direction perpendicular
to that of the dipolar electric emission (Draine & Hensley 2013).
In this case, we expect this emission component to reduce the
polarization of the dust emission. This could possibly account
for the observed decrease of p from 353 to 70 GHz.
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Fig. 12. Frequency dependence of the dust SED in intensity
without AME (top), in polarization without synchrotron (mid-

dle), and the polarization fraction (bottom) for the four different
combinations of dust models. The SEDs are plotted in units of
KRJ and normalized to 1 at 353 GHz. The shaded areas represent
1� (green), 2� (yellow), and 3� (grey) statistical uncertainty on
the mean normalised polarization fraction. We used the mean
spectra from the same 400 sky-patches for both the intensity and
polarization analysis.

However, model predictions for the spectral dependency of p are
related to the difference in spectral index between carbon and
silicate grains, which is not known. Thus, a difference between
carbon and silicate polarization may be the correct physical in-
terpretation of the spectral dependence of p, even if the data do
not match the Draine & Fraisse (2009) model.

Calculations of the polarized SED for the Compiègne et al.
(2011) and Jones et al. (2013) models are needed to assess
quantitatively this interpretation. In the Compiègne et al. (2011)
model, the spectra from silicates and carbon grains are very sim-
ilar at long wavelengths and we do not expect p to depend on
wavelength when only silicates contribute to the polarization. In
the Jones et al. (2013) model the contribution from carbon dust
grains could be dominant at ⌫ < 353 GHz.

10.3. Microwave dust emission

The dust SED in polarization and the spectral dependence of
p allows us to discuss two possible interpretations of the dust
microwave emission.

Meny et al. (2007) introduced a physical description of
FIR/microwave dust emission, where the microwave dust opac-
ity of amorphous grains is dominated by low energy transitions
associated with disorder in the structure of the solids on atomic
scales. This contribution is modelled by transitions in two-level
systems (TLS). The TLS model is supported by experimental
results on silicates (Agladze et al. 1996; Boudet et al. 2005;
Coupeaud et al. 2011), which indicate that the opacity of amor-
phous silicate grains flattens towards long wavelengths. The TLS
model has been used to model dust emission spectra by Paradis
et al. (2011). It was also proposed as a possible interpretation
of the flattening of the dust SED in intensity from FIR to mm
wavelengths, which was reported in two earlier Planck papers
on the diffuse dust emission in the Galactic plane in Planck
Collaboration Int. XIV (2014) and at high Galactic latitudes in
Planck Collaboration Int. XVII (2014). Our analysis based on
new Planck data does not confirm this flattening, but does not
dismiss it either because the error-bars on the submm spectral in-
dex from calibration uncertainties remain significant: 0.16 (1�)
from Sect. 5.2. Within the TLS model, a flattening of the dust
SED in intensity would be due to a decrease of the spectral in-
dex of silicate grains at long wavelengths. Since silicate grains
are polarized, the flattening of the dust SED should also be seen
in polarization. This expectation is not supported by the results
of our data analysis, namely the difference in spectral indices
of the thermal dust emission in intensity and polarization (�I

d,mm
and �P

d,mm) reported in Sect. 8.2.

MDE has been introduced by Draine & Hensley (2012) to
explain the flattening of the dust SED at sub-mm wavelengths in
the Small Magellanic Cloud (Planck Collaboration XVII 2011).
MDE could also contribute to the long wavelength emission of
Galactic dust. Model spectra of MDE are presented in Draine
& Hensley (2013) for Galactic dust. The contribution of MDE
could be significant at frequencies smaller than a few hundred
GHz and increasing towards smaller frequencies. If the mag-
netic particles are inclusions randomly-oriented within interstel-
lar grains, their emission is polarized in a direction perpendicular
to that of the dipolar electric emission (Draine & Hensley 2013).
In this case, we expect this emission component to reduce the
polarization of the dust emission. This could possibly account
for the observed decrease of p from 353 to 70 GHz.
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Fig. 12. Frequency dependence of the dust SED in intensity
without AME (top), in polarization without synchrotron (mid-

dle), and the polarization fraction (bottom) for the four different
combinations of dust models. The SEDs are plotted in units of
KRJ and normalized to 1 at 353 GHz. The shaded areas represent
1� (green), 2� (yellow), and 3� (grey) statistical uncertainty on
the mean normalised polarization fraction. We used the mean
spectra from the same 400 sky-patches for both the intensity and
polarization analysis.

However, model predictions for the spectral dependency of p are
related to the difference in spectral index between carbon and
silicate grains, which is not known. Thus, a difference between
carbon and silicate polarization may be the correct physical in-
terpretation of the spectral dependence of p, even if the data do
not match the Draine & Fraisse (2009) model.

Calculations of the polarized SED for the Compiègne et al.
(2011) and Jones et al. (2013) models are needed to assess
quantitatively this interpretation. In the Compiègne et al. (2011)
model, the spectra from silicates and carbon grains are very sim-
ilar at long wavelengths and we do not expect p to depend on
wavelength when only silicates contribute to the polarization. In
the Jones et al. (2013) model the contribution from carbon dust
grains could be dominant at ⌫ < 353 GHz.

10.3. Microwave dust emission

The dust SED in polarization and the spectral dependence of
p allows us to discuss two possible interpretations of the dust
microwave emission.

Meny et al. (2007) introduced a physical description of
FIR/microwave dust emission, where the microwave dust opac-
ity of amorphous grains is dominated by low energy transitions
associated with disorder in the structure of the solids on atomic
scales. This contribution is modelled by transitions in two-level
systems (TLS). The TLS model is supported by experimental
results on silicates (Agladze et al. 1996; Boudet et al. 2005;
Coupeaud et al. 2011), which indicate that the opacity of amor-
phous silicate grains flattens towards long wavelengths. The TLS
model has been used to model dust emission spectra by Paradis
et al. (2011). It was also proposed as a possible interpretation
of the flattening of the dust SED in intensity from FIR to mm
wavelengths, which was reported in two earlier Planck papers
on the diffuse dust emission in the Galactic plane in Planck
Collaboration Int. XIV (2014) and at high Galactic latitudes in
Planck Collaboration Int. XVII (2014). Our analysis based on
new Planck data does not confirm this flattening, but does not
dismiss it either because the error-bars on the submm spectral in-
dex from calibration uncertainties remain significant: 0.16 (1�)
from Sect. 5.2. Within the TLS model, a flattening of the dust
SED in intensity would be due to a decrease of the spectral in-
dex of silicate grains at long wavelengths. Since silicate grains
are polarized, the flattening of the dust SED should also be seen
in polarization. This expectation is not supported by the results
of our data analysis, namely the difference in spectral indices
of the thermal dust emission in intensity and polarization (�I

d,mm
and �P

d,mm) reported in Sect. 8.2.

MDE has been introduced by Draine & Hensley (2012) to
explain the flattening of the dust SED at sub-mm wavelengths in
the Small Magellanic Cloud (Planck Collaboration XVII 2011).
MDE could also contribute to the long wavelength emission of
Galactic dust. Model spectra of MDE are presented in Draine
& Hensley (2013) for Galactic dust. The contribution of MDE
could be significant at frequencies smaller than a few hundred
GHz and increasing towards smaller frequencies. If the mag-
netic particles are inclusions randomly-oriented within interstel-
lar grains, their emission is polarized in a direction perpendicular
to that of the dipolar electric emission (Draine & Hensley 2013).
In this case, we expect this emission component to reduce the
polarization of the dust emission. This could possibly account
for the observed decrease of p from 353 to 70 GHz.
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Conclusions 

-  Planck HFI intensity and polarization maps traces the spatial distribution of 
the dust emission. 

 
 
-  Dust emission at HFI frequencies can be fitted well with a modified 

blackbody spectrum. 

-  The polarization spectral index is slightly steeper than the intensity spectral 
index, for a fixed Td. 

 
-  Precise determination of the dust SED is important for extrapolating 353 

GHz dust emission to the lower microwave frequencies, specially for the 
polarization analysis. 
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